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Christian O. Christiansen

Christian Olaf Christiansen is Associate Professor at Aarhus University, Institute for Culture
and Society, section for the History of Ideas. Christian is a historian of ideas, with a main
emphasis upon the history of economic and political thought. His current research is a
comparative intellectual history of two approaches to inequality- and poverty-reduction
during postwar globalization: socio-economic human rights and market/business-based
ideas for poverty reduction. Earlier publications include Progressive Business: An Intellectual History of the Role of Business in Society (with Oxford University Press).
Steven L.B. Jensen

Steven L. B. Jensen is a PhD in History and researcher at The Danish Institute for Human
Rights. He is the author of The Making of International Human Rights. The 1960s,
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Decolonization and the Reconstruction of Global Values (Cambridge University Press
2016) and the winner of the 2015 Rene Cassin Thesis Prize (Special Mention) and the 2015
Ester Boserup Thesis Prize. He has previously published on genocide in the 20th century,
HIV/AIDS, global health and development. Before joining the Danish Institute for Human
Rights in 2007, he held positions with UNAIDS and the Danish Foreign Ministry. In 2011, he
was Visiting Researcher at Yale Law School and he is a Visiting Researcher in Oxford
during the Autumn 2016 term. He is currently working on an international history of
economic and social rights after 1945.
Victor Pressfeldt

Victor Pressfeldt is a PhD candidate in history at Lund University since 2013. His work
currently focuses on three generations of Swedish Neoliberal intellectuals (from the 1940s
to the 1990s) with a specific focus on political transformations (from Nazism, Conservatism,
Marxism-Leninism, and Anarchism to Neoliberalism). His master thesis (2012) focused on
the Swedish communist party (SKP) and liberal political logics. Main research interests:
Neoliberalism, Liberalism, contemporary political history, post-structural theory and
methods.
Senayon Olaoluwa

Dr Senayon Olaoluwa is a Guest Researcher at the Nordic Africa Institute (NAI) in Uppsala,
Sweden. His is primarily affiliated to the Institute of African Studies in the University of
Ibadan where he coordinates a graduate programme in Diaspora and Transnational
Studies. His essays and reviews have appeared in English Studies, Current Writing, African

Affairs, Journal of Postcolonial Writing, Critique: Studies in Contemporary Fiction, Journal of
Film and Video, among others.
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Daniel Nethery

Daniel Nethery is a PhD student in the Crawford School of Public Policy at the Australian
National University. His thesis considers the influence of migration and imperialism on the
development of French social security from the end of the first world war to the first oil
shock. His first paper from this research, “« Recouverts de poux et… pas de vêtements de
rechange » : l’accueil des travailleurs algériens en Corse suite à la Libération,” will appear
in the forthcoming issue of the journal Migrance. He also works in the Social Policy
Research Centre at UNSW Australia, where he has carried out several social program
evaluations, the most recent of which involved a capacity building program for people
with disability to support their transition to the new Australian National Disability Insurance
Scheme.
Nisha Poyyaprath Rayaroth

Dr. NISHA POYYAPRATH RAYAROTH received her doctorate from the Department of
History, University of Delhi in 2015. Her research was on the history of circus and circus
performances in twentieth century Kerala. Her monograph, The Jumping Devils: A Tale of
Circus Bodies has been published in the Nehru Memorial Museum and Library Occasional
Paper Series. Her writings have appeared, amongst others, in Economic and Political
Weekly, Conservation and Society, Indian Journal of Gender Studies and Social Science
Probings. She is currently working on her book on the social history of Indian circus for the
Oxford University Press, India.
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Eli Cook

An historian of American capitalism, Eli Cook is an Assistant Professor (lecturer) in the
General History Department at the University of Haifa in Israel. He received his Ph.D from
Harvard University in 2013 and was also a Mellon and Fulbright postdoctoral scholar. His
book on the history of social quantification, titled The Pricing of Progress: Economic
Indicators and the Values of American Capitalism will be published by Harvard University
Press in the Fall of 2017. His research interests include the cultural, social and intellectual
history of capitalism as well as the history of economic thought.
Martin Ottoway Jørgensen

Martin Ottovay Jorgensen teaches global and contemporary history at the undergraduate
history program at Aalborg University and researches how international peacekeeping
within the context of an international system significantly influenced by multiple imperial
regimes appears increasingly linked to inequality and insecurity.
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Rune Møller Stahl

PhD Candidate in Political Science from University of Copenhagen.
My research is focused on the way economic ideas gain influence in the policy world, and
how relations of power, networks and social forces are shaping the way we conceive the
economy.
My PhD-project is situated at the crossroads of the fields of Critical International Political
Economy and the History of Economic Thought. It is focussed of the role economics
profession in the turn towards neoliberalism in Denmark and United Kingdom in the period
since 1970, and the interaction between developments economic science and wider
social and political structures.
Muey Saeteurn

Muey Saeteurn is an Assistant Professor of History at Mississippi State University in Starkville,
Mississippi, U.S.A. She completed her Ph.D. in African History at Washington University in St.
Louis in December 2014. Her current book manuscript project, Cultivating Their Own in
Kenya: A Social History of Maragoli Farmers and Development, 1955-1978, demonstrates
the different ways in which practitioners, policy-makers, and locals, especially peasant
farmers from the Maragoli region, interpreted and complicated “development” in the latecolonial and early-independent Kenya.
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Paul van Trigt

Dr. Paul van Trigt is postdoctoral researcher in the ERC-project Rethinking Disability: the
Impact of the International Year of Disabled Persons (1981) in Global Perspective at the
Institute of History, Leiden University. He has published about the modern history of the
welfare state, human rights, disability and religion.
Peter van Dam

Dr. Peter van Dam is Assistant Professor in Globalisation, Religion and Transnational Civil
Society at the University of Amsterdam. His publications include ‘Moralizing Postcolonial
Consumer Society: Fair Trade in the Netherlands, 1964-1997’, International Review of Social History, 61 (2016) 2, 223-248; ‘Constructing a Modern Society Through “Depillarization”:
Understanding Post-War History as Gradual Change’, Journal of Historical Sociology, 28
(2015) 3, 291-313; Staat van verzuiling: over een Nederlandse mythe (Amsterdam:
Wereldbibliotheek, 2011), and Religion und Zivilgesellschaft. Christliche Traditionen in der
niederländischen und deutschen Arbeiterbewegung (1945-1980) (Münster: Waxmann,
2010).
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Gabriele Ciampini

Gabriele Ciampini is a PhD student at the University of Florence jointly with Paris-Sorbonne
University. His research project is on Bertrand de Jouvenel’s critique of democracy. His
research interests are on Neoliberalism and the history of Mont Pelerin Society.
Christian Ydesen

MA in History and Philosophy (2007), PhD (2011), associate professor at Aalborg University,
Denmark (since 2015). His dissertation is titled The Rise of High-Stakes Educational Testing
in Denmark, 1920-1970 and published at Peter Lang Verlag. He is a research member of
the collective research projects, Professional interventions as a state-crafting grammar addressing "the immigrant" and Routes of knowledge: The global history of UNESCO, 19451975 funded by the Danish Council for Independent Research in the Humanities. He has
been a visiting scholar at the University of Edinburgh (2008-2009, 2016) and the University
of Birmingham (2013) and published several articles on topics such as educational testing,
accountability, educational psychology and professionals’ handling of deviant children in
education from historical and international perspectives. He has co-edited five anthologies
the latest entitled UNESCO Without Borders: The Global Impacts of Education for International Understanding and History Textbooks after 1945 together with Professor Aigul Kulnazarova from Tama University, Japan. He is also the co-editor of a special issue of Education Policy Analysis Archive titled The comparative and international history of school accountability and testing together with Professor Sherman Dorn from Arizona State University, USA, published in December 2014.
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Karen Egedal Andreasen

Karen Egedal Andreasen is phd in education and associate professor in education and
pedagogical assessment at the Department of Learning and Philosophy, Aalborg University. She is a member of the research group Centre for Education Policy Research and is doing research within the area of education. Her main interests are questions of socialisation,
social mobility and processes of marginalization, in- and exclusion in different educational
contexts. In her recent research, she has focused on the role of assessment in the comprehensive school and on educational innovation in historical as well as in a contemporary
perspective. For further information http://vbn.aau.dk/da/persons/karen-egedalandreasen(758a50c4-389c-4108-9635-8ffb3b3c2d84)/publications.html
Dennis Puoridme

Dennis is PhD Fellow at Aalborg University. His research project focuses on the discursive
analysis of social protection in Ghana; the case of the Livelihood Empowerment Against
Poverty (LEAP) in the centre and periphery. The project emphasis is on the enactment of
the National Social Protection Policy of Ghana and the governance of the poor, vulnerable
and marginalized in the context of Ghana. He is a member of two research units in the
Culture and Global Studies Department at Aalborg University. The Centre for Discourses in
Transition (C-DiT) and Feminist Research Centre in Aalborg (FREIA).
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